ABSTRACT

This study concern with the analysis of slang words in The Secret Life of Pets movie. There are two statement problem the first is what slang words are used by The Secret Life of Pets movie dialogue?, what are the type of using slang words in The Life of Pets Movie? The data were obtained by listening the movie, reading script and subtitle of The Secret Life of Pets, holding discussions with the Standard English and Non-standard English process. Slang is nonstandard use of words in a language of a part social group. Sociolinguistic is the style of writing that is used. To collecting the data the writer searching the scripts movie of The Secret Life of Pets in internet, after that the writer collected the slang words was found in conversation dialog and the last find the characteristic of slang words that used in The Secret Life of Pets dialogue movie. The instruments for collecting the data were analyze slang words. The data were collected qualitatively. The data from the result of the script movie and analysis shows that the amount of slang words in the script of The Secret Life of Pets movie are consist of 84 slang words. The data above one script of The Secret Life of Pets movie and we can see that all of the script used as the sample contain slang words.
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